Face recognition using enhancement discrete wavelet transform based on MATLAB
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ABSTRACT
In this work, it was proposed to compress the color image after de-noise by proposing a coding for the discrete transport of new wavelets called discrete chebyshev wavelet transduction (DCHWT) and linking it to a neural network that relies on the convolutional neural network to compress the color image. The aim of this work is to find an effective method for face recognition, which is to raise the noise and compress the image in convolutional neural networks to remove the noise that caused the image while it was being transmitted in the communication network. The work results of the algorithm were calculated by calculating the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), mean square error (MSE), compression ratio (CR) and bit-per-pixel (BPP) of the compressed image after a color image (256x256) was entered to demonstrate the quality and efficiency of the proposed algorithm in this work. The result obtained by using a convolutional neural network with new wavelets is to provide a better CR with the ratio of PSNR to be a high value that increases the high-quality ratio of the compressed image to be ready for face recognition.

This is an open access article under the CC BY-SA license.

1. INTRODUCTION
There are many methods of identifying people and identifying them, such as by fingerprint, eye print, facial recognition, and its parts. The fingerprint technology emerged to identify the person because the fingerprint of a person belongs to the person alone because it is not repeated by another person [1] but this technique may be unclear, here the ability of deep learning appears, especially the convolutional neural network system because the network convolutional neural network (CNN) is multilayered, resulting in organically extruded contrast [2]. An inquiry appears as to which deep learning strategies are ideal Ismael and Irina [3]. The eye print is also one of the methods of detecting a person’s identity. As for the face recognition process, the face recognition system is a computer device that has the ability to recognize the person in the form of a digital image from the video, face recognition using Viola-Jones depending on new technology programming [4]. Using face recognition technology using Python technology, the face object, and the rest of the objects in the database, so that the system decides to allow the person to enter or not [5]. Studies reveal the recognition of parts of the face such as the nose, eyes, and mouth. This is an important development in facial recognition. A consistent Viola-Jones algorithm has been used to detect objects and engineer the facial parts of the image from recent studies [6]-[10].

The Wavelets such as Haar in open CV programming technology were used to create a viola. Input is a group of images to format an algorithm in the extensible markup language (XML) file for facial
recognition and eye detection in a specific image. Haar wavelengths of the image were used using the Adaboost algorithm to collect weak classifiers and produce a strong classifier data set, which led to the speed and accuracy of recognition the face [11]-[15]. A good and fast video-based human face recognition algorithm has been proposed [8]. A MATLAB-based convolutional neural network approach for face recognition system facial recognition was performed using MATLAB, with skin type identification and convolutional neural network (CNN) training [16]. The role of wavelets is highlighted in image processing, the use of matlab, and many important algorithms [17]-[20]. The training of convolutional neural networks has taken its role in many works that have been identified and studied and their role in image processing and face recognition and their use in the fields of medicine, airport security and wishful thinking [21]-[25]. In this work, a new fast wavelet discrete chebyshev wavelet transform (DCHWT) was used to analyze the image and de-noise to be compressed, and then train the convolutional neural network after raising the noise to which the image was exposed during the conversion in order to obtain the best and fastest results. A single sample and optimization with DCHWT will be used in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Enhancement color image with DCHWT

2. RESEARCH METHOD

The aim of this work was to using effect of new wavelets DCHWT in analyzing the color image, after which the image is subjected to an image optimization process to get rid of unwanted distortion. Color feature extraction is performed on enhanced images. The enhanced images are converted and compressed and the neural network trained for the purpose of detecting the face, but before sending the image to the network the noise that the image may be exposed to during transmission is raised to obtain desirable results. Figure 2 represents the steps involved in this work. Table 1 illustrates the performance of the steps of reach to biter results.

Figure 2. A suggested flowchart for identifying the face recognition problem
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>loop</th>
<th>Image compression steps</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>BPP</th>
<th>CR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>10000.51</td>
<td>6.341</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>10000.12</td>
<td>7.639</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>5247</td>
<td>10.93</td>
<td>0.0083</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>4601</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>0.0089</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>3450</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>0.0124</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>2534</td>
<td>14.09</td>
<td>0.0228</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>1428</td>
<td>16.58</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>827</td>
<td>18.96</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>351.7</td>
<td>22.67</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>1.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>143.6</td>
<td>26.56</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>3.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>56.55</td>
<td>30.61</td>
<td>1.409</td>
<td>5.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>22.37</td>
<td>34.63</td>
<td>2.328</td>
<td>9.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.848</td>
<td>38.66</td>
<td>3.631</td>
<td>15.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.978</td>
<td>42.13</td>
<td>5.344</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.587</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>7.310</td>
<td>30.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.251</td>
<td>44.61</td>
<td>9.593</td>
<td>39.97%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1. Discrete chebyshev wavelet transform (DCHWT)

A lot of research included how to construct the wavelet, which consists of the mother function, where the movement depends on two important coefficients a and b, through which the extension and the first translation is responsible for the extension and the second of the translation where the process is continuing on this case:

$$\psi_{a,b}(x) = |a|^{-1} \psi \left[ \frac{x-b}{a} \right], \text{a, } b, a \neq 0$$  (1)

where $\psi(t) = [\psi_0(t), \psi_1(t), ..., \psi_{n-1}(t)]^T$.

The elements $\psi_0(t), \psi_1(t), ..., \psi_{n-1}(t)$ are the basis functions, orthogonal on the [0,1]. Let dilation by parameter $a = 2^k$, translation by parameter $b = a(2n-1)$ and transform $x = a(2^{k+1}t - 2n + 1)$, by substitute parameters a, b and transform x in (1), then will be get (2). DCHWT $T_{n,m}(t) = T(k,n,m,t)$ include four parameters, $n=1,2,...,2^k$ is:

$$T_{n,m}(t) = \begin{cases} \frac{\sigma_m}{\sqrt{\pi}} \frac{2^n t}{2^n} T_m(2^{k+1}t - 2n + 1) & \frac{n-1}{2^k} \leq t < \frac{n}{2^k} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  (2)

Where $\sigma_m = \sqrt{\frac{2}{m}}$ for $m=0,2,4,6,2^k$...

The new used of proposed wavelets are applicable in analyzing the color image in both the horizontal and vertical directions and by using the wavelet filter through its low and high passes on the rows of the image and then on the columns separately. Figure 3 represents the process of analyzing the image, which shows the division of the image into four parts, LL is the approximate coefficients, HL, LH, and HH they are represented details coefficients.

![Figure 3. represents the process of analyzing the image](image)

2.2. De noise image with DCHWT

Lifting noise from the color image with noise, to preserve image features while removing noise, waves are used, resulting in a sparse representation of the image, which means that the wave transmission focuses on the features of the image by dealing with the large-scale parameters of the wave. For small wave parameters, the parameters will be reduced and defined or eliminated without affecting image quality. After that, the process begins. Reconstruct the image data using the reverse wavelet transformation, Figure 4 shows the image after turning off the noise.

![Figure 4. De noise color image with DCHWT](image)
2.3. Compassion image with DCHWT

By discrete chebyshev wavelet transformation (DCHWT), the compression is achieved by image decomposition, because the new wavelets have the characteristic of orthogonality in the first group after that by quantitative technique is applied to the approximate coefficients and binary coding parameters, after which the number of pixels is reduced, which leads to an increase in the rate compression. The following metrics that determine image quality after ideal compression are applied:

- Mean squared error (MSE) is the difference between the original and the reconstructed image pixels defined as [10]:

$$MSE = \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (x_{ij} - y_{ij})^2$$

- Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) measures the perceptual quality of the image compressed on the term of distortion defined by [11], [13]:

$$PSNR = 10\log_{10}\left(\frac{255^2}{MSE}\right)$$

- Compression ratio (CR) is:

$$CR = \left(1 - \frac{N}{M}\right) \times 100$$

Where N: number of pixels in compressed image.
M: number of pixels in original image.

- Bit per pixel (B.P.P) gives the number of bits used to store one pixel of the image. For a grayscale image, the initial BPP is 8 bits [10]-[13].

$$BPP = \frac{\text{Compressed image size in bits}}{\text{Total number of pixels in the image}}$$

After the compression process, the image is sent for facial recognition during the transmission process, and some noise may be attached to the image, which calls for a noise-raising operation that has the whole image using the wavelets so that the face is recognized using the theory of convolutional neural networks Figure 5 is compressed color image with DCHWT:

![Figure 5. Compressed color image with DCHWT](image)

2.4. Wavelet convolution neural network (W-CNN)

The artificial neural network performs a work similar to the work of the human brain, the basic building block that is called a neuron or unit, so that the information is received from the outside, which is called the input. The connection point between every two neurons represents the weight that creates the network's layers. The characteristic that the wavelet possesses is similar to the neural network of the layer $1 + \frac{1}{2}$ that has one or more inputs by passing through the hidden layer. Either one or more output layers have activated the wavelet function to form neurons. To overcome the limitations of the mentioned techniques, a convolutional neural network was used to overcome the limitations of the aforementioned techniques that were used. To classify the face, which was in two stages, the training step is to extract the feature of the face and adjust the weight of the neural networks after reducing the dimensions. The second step is to recognize the face that was not previously recognized.

2.5. Mathematical of training convolutional neural network

The filter is singled to center each pixel in the filter that must contain the kernel N with the number of channels identical to the image, so a different filter is applied that passes on each channel, in (3) calculates the dimensions of the filter.
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\[ \text{Dim filter} = (F, F, nc) \]  

(3)

The image is mapped with filter the convolutional process mathematically is:

\[ C(I, K)_{x,y} = \sum_{i=1}^{n_y} \sum_{j=1}^{n_x} K_{i,j} I_{x+i-1,y+j-1,k} \]  

(4)

\[ \text{dim}(C(I, K)) = (\lceil \frac{n_y + 2P - F}{S} \rceil + 1) \quad S > 0; \]  

(5)

If \( S = 1 \) in (5) will be

\[ (n_y + 2P - F, n_x + 2P - F) \]  

(6)

Where \([n]\) is the floor function of \( n \). \( P=0 \) is the valid CNN output size is equal output size then \( P = \frac{F-1}{2} \) is the same CNN, if \( F = 1 \), this mean \( 1 \times 1 \) Convolution. The merging and reduction process distinguishes the image by specifying its information on each channel, which affects the dimensions \((m_H, m_W)\) and maintains the number of channels after passing the filter.

\[ \text{dim}(P(I, K)) = (\lceil \frac{n_y + 2P - F}{S} \rceil, \frac{n_x + 2P - F}{S} + 1, n_c) \quad S > 0; \]  

(7)

If \( S = 1 \) in (5) will be

\[ (n_y + 2P - F, n_x + 2P - F, n_c) \]  

(8)

After the training process, using CNN leads to the reduction of a number of layers Figure 6 shows how a process \( F \) led to the reduction of the three layers.

Figure 6. represents the convolutional network training process to detect a face with DCHWT

2.6. Face recognition

Facial recognition technology is one of the complex applications and it has great importance at the same time with computer vision and to obtain the best results, the MATLAB program is used for its accuracy and speed, and in this work more than one technique was used to obtain high-precision results. The image was analyzed into the three basic layers and the image was compressed with DCHWT and with convolutional neural network training for face recognition via the CascadeObjectDetector function included in the MATLAB toolbox applications.

2.7. Face recognition algorithm with DCHWT and CNN

A fast algorithm for face detection with a new technology, which is the use of wavelets to analyze the image into the three basic layers, red, green, and blue, and work on improving the image. A convolutional neural network was trained after compressing the image using the suggested wavelets. Figure 6 represents the convolutional network training process to detect a face with DCHWT and Figure 7 shows the results of programming the algorithm for facial recognition with DCHWT and CNN. Figure 8 shows how to use the MATLAB program to identify the face. The proposed algorithm, with the help of MATLAB, to identify the face, the following steps show the stages of the face recognition the result of the proposed algorithm.
Algorithm with DCHWT and CNN for face recognition

**Step 1:** Analyses image to 3 layers RGB with DCHWT, in this step, the image is analyzed using DCHWT into three main layers red, green, and blue after converting it to gray, where the gray image is divided into 4 parts. The first part is the approximate parameters and is called LL, the second, third, and fourth are the detail parameters HL, LH, HH.

**Step 2:** Normalize Lighting Techniques (NLT)

**Step 3:** Processed filter of DCHWT $2 \times 2$. After you treat the filter with the image, the image size is reduced.

**Step 4:** Compression of the previously improved image and calculation of the most important criteria for image quality mentioned above are PSNR, MSE, B.P.P and CR.

**Step 5:** Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and Coding with MATLAB program

```matlab
Vision.CascadeObjectDetector = vision.CascadeObjectDetector();
bbox = step(detector, image);
x=79, y=35, width=83 and length=83 with threshold= 11
output the image with face recognition
```

**Step 6:** In this step, the object with the arguments (as if it behaves as a function).

```matlab
bbox = step(detector, image);
x=79, y=35, width=83 and length=83 with threshold= 11
output the image with face recognition
```

**Figure 7.** Shows the results of programming the algorithm for facial recognition with DCHWT and CNN

**Figure 8.** Illustrated chart the values of PSNR, MSE, BPP, and CR

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using the new wavelets with the convolutional neural network training to provide the $3 \times 3$ filter and raise the noise so that the image is compressed before the face is detected using the MATLAB program and in the Table 1 the case of compression improvement is studied step by step and how the peak signal increases due to reducing the error rate that leads to an increase PSNR. With the compression rate from the
table, it becomes clear in the first step that MSE is very large, reaching 10000.51 corresponding to a small amount in PSNR, and respectively the second and third steps until to reach step 16 is a significant improvement in the results MSE=2.251, PSNR=44.61, BPP=9.593, and CR=39.97% which leads to the quality of the compressed image free from noise to face recognition with inside a box with the title to reveal the features of the face [62, 27, 65, 65] mean x=62 y=27 length and width are equal 65 with threshold 1 to be inside the box that is shown in the Figure 7 and Figure 8 illustrated values of PSNR, MSE, BPP and CR.

### 4. CONCLUSION

For face recognition using the new wavelets with the training of the convolutional neural network, in this work, many errors, and ambiguities were reduced in which face recognition was done using a new technology of wavelets to analyze the image, raise the noise and then compress it, and the best results were obtained to reduce the error and raise the quality of the resulting image. Training a convolutional neural network for facial recognition using MATLAB and computer intelligence to make use of this technology in disease recognition and medical image processing.
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